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Kaimin Editorial
The Montana Kaimin is a weekly independent student
newspaper at the University of Montana. The Kaimin office
and the University of Montana are located on land originally
inhabited by the Salish People. Kaimin is a derivative of a Salish
language word, “Qe‘ymin,” that is pronounced kay-MEEN and
means “book,” “message,” or “paper that brings news.”
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“Cut tech support when it is needed
the most!” said no one ever

Call us crazy, but we’ve gotta say that maybe—and this is just a thought—the UM College of Humanities and Sciences shouldn’t downsize its tech support department. Never
is a cut like that especially ideal, but there could not be a worse time. It’s not like there
is a worldwide pandemic that already forced the entire University to switch to remote
instruction or anything.
We understand the tightened budget, and the shift to one, centralized IT department
could make sense. That is, if it had been made just a few months earlier, before the backto-school rush. Or if it weren’t at the start of a new semester, again, during a pandemic.
The College of Humanities and Sciences has not completely abandoned its students. If
you are in desperate need of tech support, you can call the IT Central Helpdesk and hope
to be the lucky 400-something caller on its waitlist! Your learning and tech needs are important, and will be taken care of immediately—in 2 to 3 months. Good thing that laptop
isn’t super pertinent to your education, right?
In all seriousness, the decision to cut GrizTech is not only unfair to the students who
have been working all summer, managing more than 200 pages for the University’s website, but to less tech-savvy students and (in most cases) even less tech-savvy professors.
Making the adjustment to remote learning is difficult enough without being stripped
of help from a University where students are paying too much tuition and teachers are
getting paid too little to teach.
In this issue, we cover GrizTech’s closure and the employees — both students and
full-time staff members — who lost their jobs the first day of fall semester. The cuts are
ostensibly a way for the University to save money after revenue losses of pandemic
proportions. Hmm, but what about those squat racks at our new Fitness and Recreation
Center?

LIKE IT? HATE IT? WISH WE WERE DEAD?

Email us your opinions at
editor@montanakaimin.com
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(In case you missed it)
The College of Arts and
Media confirmed a
positive COVID-19 case
in a faculty member:

Our Arts & Culture Editor rounds
up and breaks down last week’s
released singles:
COOPER MALIN| MONTANA KAIMIN
September 2, 2020 montanakaimin.com

Edited by Margie E. Burke

Difficulty: Easy
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Veterans from the Ole Beck VFW post 209 in Missoula hold their flags, ready to perform the national
anthem to greet the historic B-25
bomber ‘Maid
in the Shade’ -as9/6/20
it arrives at the Museum of Mountain
Week
of 8/31/20
Flying on Aug. 31. The plane, one of only 34 of its kind still flying, will be in Missoula until Sept. 8, and can be
viewed by the public. Tours are available in the afternoons Monday through Friday for 10$, and tickets can
be purchased online or at the Museum of Mountain Flying. Rides in the historic plane are available in the
mornings Monday through Friday and must be booked online. SARA DIGGINS | MONTANA KAIMIN
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HOW TO SOLVE:

Each row must contain the
numbers 1 to 9; each column must
contain the numbers 1 to 9; and
each set of 3 by 3 boxes must
contain the numbers 1 to 9.
Answers to Last Week’s Sudoku:
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Week of 8/31/20 - 9/6/20

Briefs & Blotter

The Weekly Crossword

Briefs: The last week in a nutshell
UM LAUNCHES A NEW PUBLIC
HEALTH DEGREE

A Bachelor of Science in Public Health
program was approved by the Montana
Board of Regents, making the University of
Montana the only school in Montana with
an undergraduate public health track, according to a UM news release. The degree’s
concentrations are generalist public health,
community health, population health and
global public health. There are about 40
undergraduates enrolled in the program, according to the release. This degree can lead
to a career in anything from epidemiology
to international health care. Bureau of Labor
Statistics (2020) projects health care occupation demand to grow by 14% between 2018
and 2028, adding nearly 2 million jobs, more
than any other occupation path. (Mazana
Boerboom)

COVID NUMBERS IN MONTANA
Missoula County reported 53 active
COVID-19 cases on Monday, Aug. 24, up

four from the previous week. Total active
cases in Montana is at 1,987, which is over
400 more than last week’s total. Over
7,421 Montana cases have been
reported since the start of the
pandemic, with about 500
people recovered in the past
week. Hospitalization rates
continue to rise, with over
134 statewide, 20 more
than last week. In Missoula
County, nobody has died
from the virus in the last
week, although there have
been seven statewide deaths in
that time. There have been three total
deaths in Missoula and 104 in Montana.
(MB, Griffen Smith)

UM’s Black students to join the union as
well as their plans for the upcoming year.
They plan to work on several
different projects, in addition to the annual Black
Solidarity Summit.
A few of their plans
include developing a
campus “Racial Incident Reporting and
Mitigation Team,”
creating a “Black
Student Resource
Guide” and establishing
a mentoring program for
K-12 students of color. They invited interested students to join their
Facebook page. (MB)

BSU ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR THE
YEAR

COVID TESTING AT CURRY HEALTH
IS NOW FREE

The Black Student Union at the University
of Montana held two days of recruitment,
following an announcement on their social
media pages with an invitation for all of

COVID-19 testing is now free at Curry
Health Center for students experiencing
symptoms. The announcement was made
in an email sent by Vice Provost of Student

Wellness Sarah Swager. Students originally
had to pay $25 for a test. According to the
announcement, any student who was tested
before the change was made will be refunded the $25 to their student account. Curry
provides testing with same-day results,
usually delivered within an hour of testing.
(Alex Miller)

Kyle Rittenhouse, 17, has been charged with
two counts of first-degree intentional murder of Anthony Huber and Joseph Rosenbaum. The charges came two days after the
Aug. 25 shooting in Wisconsin. In addition
to the homicide charges, Rittenhouse was
also charged with first-degree intentional
homicide and two charges of first-degree
recklessly endangering safety. The shooting
occurred on the third night of protests on the
Wisconsin shooting of Jacob Blake by Kenosha, WI police. Blake was shot seven times in
the back. He survived but is now paralyzed
from the waist down. (AM)

Axes, toilets and coin thefts, oh my!
Since last week’s blotter, there have been 14
crimes reported on the UMPD daily crime
log. This week features an axe throwing
enthusiast, more pot smokers and a coin
bandit.

8/21/20 TOILET TERRORS After a stu-

dent checked out of their apartment in the
University Villages, housing officials made
a grim discovery: an overflowed toilet. The
officials called in the complaint as criminal
mischief, but an investigation found the resident turned the water off and tried to stop
the flowing river coming from the bathroom.
Officers called the complaint negligence. It is
unknown if the toilet was ever fixed.

8/22/20 MILLER HALL HOLDOUT

Officers responded to the same dorm in
Miller Hall three times due to the noxious

4 September 2, 2020 montanakaimin.com

odor of marijuana. The suspected student
did not respond to officers throughout the
night, even after police questioned his sleepy
neighbors due to the spread of the smell.
“It’s usually pretty easy to get within one to
two doors,” UMPD Lt. Bradley Giffin said.
“It usually depends on how long the odor
has been wafting around the hall.” The herb
holdout received three separate conduct
violations for the incident.

8/22/20 AXE PRACTICE INTERRUPTED A caller reported a man who

was throwing axes at targets he set up in
the courtyard between Miller and Duniway
halls. When officers responded, they found
that the man’s hobby was axe throwing, and
he was just practicing his competitive tosses.
Police discussed that while throwing an axe
on campus is not against the law, there are
some campus policies that don’t allow it.
The young man obliged and took his axes
elsewhere. “Yeah, I can kinda see where it

wouldn't be a good idea for me to be throwing here,” the student said.

8/24/20 COIN CAPTAIN The Yerka
Court laundry room fell victim to a quarter
thief, who jimmied the locks on the washers
and dryers to steal all the coins they could
find. Though there is no definite way to
know how much money the suspect took,
Lt. Giffin said the estimated maximum
value was $125. The Kaimin did some quick
math and found there’s up to 500 quarters,
weighing in at six-and-a-quarter pounds of
metal, at large.
8/27/20 BLOODY MYSTERY A man
with reported blood on his face wearing a
white shirt and jean shorts walked from the
Madison Street Bridge all the way to Main
Hall. Originally a call from the city, UMPD
officers were not able to locate the individual, who likely ducked into a building
on-campus. Hopefully he got a bandaid.
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67 Refine, as ore
68 Say "No way!"
69 Grazing group
DOWN
1 Roundish do
2 Aerial maneuver
3 Fortune teller
4 "Golden" song
5 Social starter
6 Pester persistently
7 Kind of market
8 Triumphant cry
9 Bluffer's game
10 Makes illegal
11 Anagram for
"pear"
12 Wight, for one
13 Burn slightly
21 Angler's basket
22 Out of control
25 Spare tire
26 Rand's shrugger
27 Took the wheel

29 Glassblower,
e.g.
31 Train puller
32 Opening words
33 Basil-based
sauce
35 Evel Knievel, for
one
39 1969 film, "Paint
____ Wagon"
41 Grassy plant
44 Fertilizer chemical
48 "Bombshell"
actress
51 Straight and tall
53 O founder
54 Machine parts
55 Reunion attendee
56 Workshop
gripper
58 Kind of cat?
59 Emanation
60 Tear up
62 Little bit

Answers to Last Week’s Crossword:
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W A D E

Try micromanaging this Virgo szn

37
40

56

ACROSS
1 Furthermore
5 Greeting at sea
9 City of Light
14 Put one over on
15 Back of the neck
16 Bigger than big
17 Crude wooden
cross
18 Spanish three
19 Australian "bear"
20 Seller of frames
22 Assistant
23 ___ Royal
Highness
24 African adventure
26 Pop-ups, e.g.
28 With little effort
30 Lose traction
34 Dow dabbler
36 Like sushi
37 Fine-tune
38 Allegiance
40 Cuts in half
42 Declare
positively
43 Charged item
45 Vacation spot
46 Withered
47 Appropriate
49 Dairy farm sound
50 Scarcity
52 Gloppy stuff
54 Spelunker's spot
57 Nerve ending
61 Full of pep
62 Starch source
63 Carnival attraction
64 Rap or rock
65 On the peak of
66 Cosmetics company founded in
1886
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Welcome to Virgo season! Maybe try something wild and get yourselves organized now that we’re
back in class and have to be functioning people again. Tap into that Virgo energy and buy some
highlighters or something? It’s study time.

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEP. 22): It’s your season baybeeee.

PISCES (FEB. 19-MARCH 20): Maybe if you just

LIBRA (SEP. 23-OCT. 22): We know you miss

ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 19): Frankly? We’re a little

It’s time to shine doing what you do best: giving
advice to your friends that they DEFINITELY
did not ask for. It’s a fun little pastime in between
color-coding your intro to ethics notebook and
stressing about your five-year plan.
studying in coffee shops. We miss watching you
spread out all of your notebooks, laptop and
pens — to sit there looking all pretty next to your
latte while you scroll through your phone for the
next two hours.

SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV. 21): Oh god, you really
did just chug that Starbucks Grande Pumpkin
Cream Cold Foam Cold Brew at 7:30 p.m.?
Forgot about that online class again huh? Don’t
worry, the deadlines aren’t until tomorrow.
Anyway, have a good night!
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC. 22): Guys, it really is ok

to skip out on a few textbooks. We promise. You
don’t need to spend $200 for that astronomy
class. Unless you’re an astronomy major. Except,
honestly? Maybe not even then, too.

CAPRICORN (DEC. 23-JAN. 19): OK, one more time
just so it’s clear: COFFEE. IS NOT. A MEAL.
Please. Eat real food at least once before 1 p.m.
Besides, you can’t even drink it in class anymore
so what’s the point?
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB. 18): Oh my GOD we GET

IT. We KNOW you’re BUSY. We KNOW you
signed up for 21 CREDITS this semester. We. just.
don’t. get. WHY.

keep unpacking your vests and drinking PSLs,
autumn will just start already and you can
pretend campus is “the Dead Poets Society.”
That, or you could just stand up on a chair in
your WRIT class and start reciting.

jealous that your new weekend study plans
involve leaving your laptop in your backpack,
drinking heavily and watching Meryl Streep
sing on top of a goat pen for the eighth weekend
in a row. Mamma Mia. Here you go again.

TAURUS (APRIL 20-MAY 20): When life gives you

lemons, amiright?

GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 20): Throw everyone in
your study group a curveball. How, why and
where from are up to you. But the weeknight
study seshes are getting a little too comfortable
and oooooweee does it feel like a time to ~spice
things up~.
CANCER (JUNE 21-JULY 22): Ok here’s your new
escape fantasy for when classes get too stressful:
A cottage. In the south of France. Full of spices
for when a rat just *happens* to need one. Chef
Gusteau playing on the TV. Shotgun by the
armchair. It’s “Ratatouille.” You’re the old lady
from the beginning of “Ratatouille.”
LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22): No, the barista you see
before class is not your soulmate. Neither is the
person who always studies in the same spot in
the library across from your table. You have big
Main Character Energy — and we love that for
you — but this is not the time to let it show.
montanakaimin.com September 2, 2020 5
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include developing a
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a mentoring program for
K-12 students of color. They invited interested students to join their
Facebook page. (MB)
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following an announcement on their social
media pages with an invitation for all of

COVID-19 testing is now free at Curry
Health Center for students experiencing
symptoms. The announcement was made
in an email sent by Vice Provost of Student

Wellness Sarah Swager. Students originally
had to pay $25 for a test. According to the
announcement, any student who was tested
before the change was made will be refunded the $25 to their student account. Curry
provides testing with same-day results,
usually delivered within an hour of testing.
(Alex Miller)

Kyle Rittenhouse, 17, has been charged with
two counts of first-degree intentional murder of Anthony Huber and Joseph Rosenbaum. The charges came two days after the
Aug. 25 shooting in Wisconsin. In addition
to the homicide charges, Rittenhouse was
also charged with first-degree intentional
homicide and two charges of first-degree
recklessly endangering safety. The shooting
occurred on the third night of protests on the
Wisconsin shooting of Jacob Blake by Kenosha, WI police. Blake was shot seven times in
the back. He survived but is now paralyzed
from the waist down. (AM)

Axes, toilets and coin thefts, oh my!
Since last week’s blotter, there have been 14
crimes reported on the UMPD daily crime
log. This week features an axe throwing
enthusiast, more pot smokers and a coin
bandit.

8/21/20 TOILET TERRORS After a stu-

dent checked out of their apartment in the
University Villages, housing officials made
a grim discovery: an overflowed toilet. The
officials called in the complaint as criminal
mischief, but an investigation found the resident turned the water off and tried to stop
the flowing river coming from the bathroom.
Officers called the complaint negligence. It is
unknown if the toilet was ever fixed.

8/22/20 MILLER HALL HOLDOUT

Officers responded to the same dorm in
Miller Hall three times due to the noxious
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odor of marijuana. The suspected student
did not respond to officers throughout the
night, even after police questioned his sleepy
neighbors due to the spread of the smell.
“It’s usually pretty easy to get within one to
two doors,” UMPD Lt. Bradley Giffin said.
“It usually depends on how long the odor
has been wafting around the hall.” The herb
holdout received three separate conduct
violations for the incident.

8/22/20 AXE PRACTICE INTERRUPTED A caller reported a man who

was throwing axes at targets he set up in
the courtyard between Miller and Duniway
halls. When officers responded, they found
that the man’s hobby was axe throwing, and
he was just practicing his competitive tosses.
Police discussed that while throwing an axe
on campus is not against the law, there are
some campus policies that don’t allow it.
The young man obliged and took his axes
elsewhere. “Yeah, I can kinda see where it

wouldn't be a good idea for me to be throwing here,” the student said.

8/24/20 COIN CAPTAIN The Yerka
Court laundry room fell victim to a quarter
thief, who jimmied the locks on the washers
and dryers to steal all the coins they could
find. Though there is no definite way to
know how much money the suspect took,
Lt. Giffin said the estimated maximum
value was $125. The Kaimin did some quick
math and found there’s up to 500 quarters,
weighing in at six-and-a-quarter pounds of
metal, at large.
8/27/20 BLOODY MYSTERY A man
with reported blood on his face wearing a
white shirt and jean shorts walked from the
Madison Street Bridge all the way to Main
Hall. Originally a call from the city, UMPD
officers were not able to locate the individual, who likely ducked into a building
on-campus. Hopefully he got a bandaid.
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67 Refine, as ore
68 Say "No way!"
69 Grazing group
DOWN
1 Roundish do
2 Aerial maneuver
3 Fortune teller
4 "Golden" song
5 Social starter
6 Pester persistently
7 Kind of market
8 Triumphant cry
9 Bluffer's game
10 Makes illegal
11 Anagram for
"pear"
12 Wight, for one
13 Burn slightly
21 Angler's basket
22 Out of control
25 Spare tire
26 Rand's shrugger
27 Took the wheel

29 Glassblower,
e.g.
31 Train puller
32 Opening words
33 Basil-based
sauce
35 Evel Knievel, for
one
39 1969 film, "Paint
____ Wagon"
41 Grassy plant
44 Fertilizer chemical
48 "Bombshell"
actress
51 Straight and tall
53 O founder
54 Machine parts
55 Reunion attendee
56 Workshop
gripper
58 Kind of cat?
59 Emanation
60 Tear up
62 Little bit

Answers to Last Week’s Crossword:
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I
A
R
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P
P
L
E
T
T O U R
R U N E
A N D E
I C E
T E R S
F E
S T E N
O B E S
W A D E

Try micromanaging this Virgo szn
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ACROSS
1 Furthermore
5 Greeting at sea
9 City of Light
14 Put one over on
15 Back of the neck
16 Bigger than big
17 Crude wooden
cross
18 Spanish three
19 Australian "bear"
20 Seller of frames
22 Assistant
23 ___ Royal
Highness
24 African adventure
26 Pop-ups, e.g.
28 With little effort
30 Lose traction
34 Dow dabbler
36 Like sushi
37 Fine-tune
38 Allegiance
40 Cuts in half
42 Declare
positively
43 Charged item
45 Vacation spot
46 Withered
47 Appropriate
49 Dairy farm sound
50 Scarcity
52 Gloppy stuff
54 Spelunker's spot
57 Nerve ending
61 Full of pep
62 Starch source
63 Carnival attraction
64 Rap or rock
65 On the peak of
66 Cosmetics company founded in
1886
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Welcome to Virgo season! Maybe try something wild and get yourselves organized now that we’re
back in class and have to be functioning people again. Tap into that Virgo energy and buy some
highlighters or something? It’s study time.

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEP. 22): It’s your season baybeeee.

PISCES (FEB. 19-MARCH 20): Maybe if you just

LIBRA (SEP. 23-OCT. 22): We know you miss

ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 19): Frankly? We’re a little

It’s time to shine doing what you do best: giving
advice to your friends that they DEFINITELY
did not ask for. It’s a fun little pastime in between
color-coding your intro to ethics notebook and
stressing about your five-year plan.
studying in coffee shops. We miss watching you
spread out all of your notebooks, laptop and
pens — to sit there looking all pretty next to your
latte while you scroll through your phone for the
next two hours.

SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV. 21): Oh god, you really
did just chug that Starbucks Grande Pumpkin
Cream Cold Foam Cold Brew at 7:30 p.m.?
Forgot about that online class again huh? Don’t
worry, the deadlines aren’t until tomorrow.
Anyway, have a good night!
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC. 22): Guys, it really is ok

to skip out on a few textbooks. We promise. You
don’t need to spend $200 for that astronomy
class. Unless you’re an astronomy major. Except,
honestly? Maybe not even then, too.

CAPRICORN (DEC. 23-JAN. 19): OK, one more time
just so it’s clear: COFFEE. IS NOT. A MEAL.
Please. Eat real food at least once before 1 p.m.
Besides, you can’t even drink it in class anymore
so what’s the point?
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB. 18): Oh my GOD we GET

IT. We KNOW you’re BUSY. We KNOW you
signed up for 21 CREDITS this semester. We. just.
don’t. get. WHY.

keep unpacking your vests and drinking PSLs,
autumn will just start already and you can
pretend campus is “the Dead Poets Society.”
That, or you could just stand up on a chair in
your WRIT class and start reciting.

jealous that your new weekend study plans
involve leaving your laptop in your backpack,
drinking heavily and watching Meryl Streep
sing on top of a goat pen for the eighth weekend
in a row. Mamma Mia. Here you go again.

TAURUS (APRIL 20-MAY 20): When life gives you

lemons, amiright?

GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 20): Throw everyone in
your study group a curveball. How, why and
where from are up to you. But the weeknight
study seshes are getting a little too comfortable
and oooooweee does it feel like a time to ~spice
things up~.
CANCER (JUNE 21-JULY 22): Ok here’s your new
escape fantasy for when classes get too stressful:
A cottage. In the south of France. Full of spices
for when a rat just *happens* to need one. Chef
Gusteau playing on the TV. Shotgun by the
armchair. It’s “Ratatouille.” You’re the old lady
from the beginning of “Ratatouille.”
LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22): No, the barista you see
before class is not your soulmate. Neither is the
person who always studies in the same spot in
the library across from your table. You have big
Main Character Energy — and we love that for
you — but this is not the time to let it show.
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GrizTech to close, merge with IT Central

ALICIA MCALPINE
alicia.mcalpine@umontana.edu

GrizTech and Spectral Fusion Designs
(SFD) will shut down permanently on
Sept. 21, leaving their full-time and student
employees without a job and the College of
Humanities and Sciences without internal
tech or web support.
Both GrizTech and SFD were housed in
Liberal Arts. GrizTech provided hardware
support while SFD provided web support.
Jared Sheffield, one of GrizTech’s fulltime employees, found out less than two
weeks ago that his job position was going
to be eliminated.
“It was extremely sudden,” he said.
“They gave us no prior information whatsoever.”
According to Sheffield, two full-time employees and 10 student employees are being
laid off as a result of GrizTech’s closure.
Sheffield said his wife, Amy Stout, is also
losing her job at SFD, but he isn’t as worried for himself as the student employees.
“I really care about them,” he said. “I’ll
be fine, but they have to pay rent and
stuff.”
The College of Humanities and Sciences
decided to consolidate the University’s tech

support into one entity to save money.
The dean of the College of Humanities
and Sciences, Larry Hufford, said the University has been anticipating cuts like these
for a while, due to declining enrollment
and reduced funding during the pandemic.
While tech support is important, he said, he
wants to make sure the faculty are adequately funded.
“We want to stay committed to our mission of education,” Hufford, who became
dean in July, said.
Having one centralized IT team for the
whole campus will mean everyone has
access to the same staff, rather than being
limited to workers in each individual college, he said.
Hufford hopes to expand the web design
services offered by SFD, which will also
be integrated with IT Central. He said that
despite this transition, he is confident in the
IT Central team’s ability to work things out.
Hufford also said he would do his best to
keep the student employees in the system
by getting them jobs in IT Central.
“They’ve helped me with my computer
problems,” he said. “They’re good workers,
and they should be able to keep the jobs
they have.”
Claire Spain, the student supervisor for

NATALIE BRANCACCIO | MONTANA KAIMIN
GrizTech, doesn’t know what she’ll do after
GrizTech shuts down.
“I found out on the first day of classes,”
she said. “I was showing a professor how
to use Zoom, and when I got back, my boss,
Jared, said he had just been cut, and other
people had been cut.”
Spain, a senior who has worked for GrizTech for a year and a half, said the environment was like a family.

“We’re super close-knit, and that’s how
we’ve always been,” she said.
Spain hopes for a smooth transition to IT
Central, but she doesn’t know if the integration will go well.
“I don’t want to say we’re set in our ways
over at GrizTech, but there’s nothing wrong
with our system,” she said. “And they have
a very different system over there.”

University interviews Arts and Media dean candidates

NIKKI ZAMBON
nikki.zambon@umontana.edu

The University of Montana is finalizing
its search for a permanent dean to head the
College of Arts and Media, after a merger
last year joined journalism, media arts and
visual and performing arts.
Three final candidates have been named.
The College of Arts and Media dean finalists are Robin Starbuck, Laurie Baefsky
and Gerar Edizel.
Whoever is hired will be expected to
work full-time, with an annual salary of
$130,000-$140,000, along with healthcare
and retirement benefits.
The job of the dean entails bringing
these various schools together in a collaborative fashion, developing academic goals,
recruiting staff and students, assisting
with the accreditation of new programs
and engaging in community outreach.
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They will also indirectly oversee the
Montana Repertory Theatre, Montana
Museum of Arts and Culture, Montana
Media Lab, Grizzly Marching Band and
Sonic Arts.
A search committee was formed to
finalize the dean’s job description and find
applicants. The three candidates have been
engaging in Zoom meetings all week with
students and faculty, answering questions
and asking about the school’s needs.
Robin Starbuck works in experimental
film and animation. She holds a BA in Art
History from Salem College and an MFA in
Installation/Multimedia from the School
of the Art Institute of Chicago. Her work
has been displayed in galleries across the
United States, Europe and South America. She is currently a tenured professor
at Sarah Lawrence College in New York,
teaching experimental film and animated
media, and serving on the diversity com-

mittee and ad-hoc committees for technology in the arts. Starbuck’s studies include
cinema, web design and digital sound
editing, comparative literature and performance, and does work with the Crow
Nation at the Crow Agency in Montana
as a video photographer for development
workshops and tribal ceremonies. She is
an adopted daughter of the Crow/Apsaalooke tribe in Montana.
Laurie Baefsky, DMA, is an associate
dean of research and strategic planning
in the College of Arts and Media at the
University of Colorado, Denver. She holds
a BA, Master and Doctorate of Musical
Arts in flute performance. Baefsky has
done external outreach in computing,
design, creative startups and business. She
formerly worked as an executive director
at the Alliance for the Arts in Research
Universities, which focuses on investment,
production, research and integration of the

arts in higher-learning environments. She
has worked as a music educator, director
of development for festivals and grant
manager for museums.
Gerar Edizel is a professor of art history
at Alfred University. He holds a BFA of
Textile Design from State Academy of
Applied Fine Arts in Istanbul, Turkey, an
MFA of Studio Art from Southern Illinois
University and a Ph.D., and an MA in
History of Art from Cornell University. At
Alfred University he has served as interim
dean in the School of Arts and Design,
dean of Division of Performing Arts, and
dean of School of Arts and Design. He has
implemented strategies for enrollment and
retention in the School of Art and Design,
overseen the creation of an MFA program
in painting and helped design and develop
a new BS degree in transdisciplinary arts.

Outdoor classrooms could be in place till October

GRIFFEN SMITH
griffen.smith@umontana.edu

On tennis courts, by Urey Lecture Hall,
and just under the M Trail, industrial grade
tents offer shade and classroom space as
COVID-19 constricts how students can meet
in-person.
According to Facility Services, the outdoor
classrooms are slated to be in place until
mid-October.
“With the capacity of the classrooms
coming down so low, the faculty brought up
how nice it would be to have outdoor spaces
that we could use,“ Facility Services technician Kim Nielson said. “The tents came
about because President Bodnar felt that if
we were going to have outdoor classrooms
that it would be nice to give covering to
those students.”
Classes with large enrollment and performing arts groups, which require students
exhale more air, cannot use the normal learning spaces in UM. Instead, these groups can
temporarily meet at the outdoor classrooms,
where the risk of contracting coronavirus is
less likely.
Nielsen said UM originally planned to just
have designated outdoor areas where classes
can meet. But as the semester approached,

UM contracted with a company named
Montana Party Time to put up the tents and
maintain them. The company was able to
have all the spaces set up by Aug. 10.
There are 13 outdoor classroom spaces,
each designated to a specific college or program. A majority of the spaces are used by
the College of Arts and Media, with specific
programs like Theatre and Dance having a
designated tent.
“Tents were a lifesaving solution for us,”
Interim Dean of Arts and Media John Deboer said. “Unlike other classes on campus,
these performance-based groups produce
more aerosols, such as singing, dancing or
playing an instrument, which means they
need more space.”
Outdoor classes range from play productions to College of Humanities and Sciences
lectures. The music school uses the tents
a lot because it needs the larger space for
ensembles and section performances.
Jonathan Fossen, a music education major,
said playing in the tents can be distracting
with people walking by or the music not
blending correctly, but also appreciated
being able to learn again.
“We're trying our best and I think with the
current situation, we are doing pretty darn
good,” Fossen said. “Being a music major,

University of Montana students practice music in the outdoor classroom outside the Gallagher Business
Building on Aug. 28. There are 13 outdoor classrooms set up around campus set to be in place until mid-October. CLAIRE SHINNER | MONTANA KAIMIN
it's really difficult to get the education that I
need, you just can't get the same effect as if
you're in person.”
Fossen added that while being outside is
comfortable, he said he doesn’t know how

long he wants to be outside with colder
weather coming in during the fall. According to Weather Atlas, the average high and
low temperatures in Missoula during October are 57 and 32 degrees, respectively.

Faculty Senate urges complete release of UM’s COVID data
GRIFFEN SMITH
griffen.smith@umontana.edu
The University of Montana Faculty
Senate demanded the Montana University
System and the UM administration allow
the public to view the number of students
who have tested positive for COVID-19 in
an Aug. 25 resolution.
Currently, there is no system in place to
disclose how many students, staff or faculty have tested positive for the coronavirus.
“It is critically important that the community have access to accurate and upto-date information regarding COVID-19
activity and threat level on the University of Montana campus,” the resolution
stated. “Let it be resolved that The Faculty
Senate urges the University of Montana
to immediately create a UM COVID-safe
dashboard.”
The faculty senate resolution comes as
UM and colleges around the country bal-

ance keeping student information private
and informing campus communities of
the severity of the coronavirus on their
campuses.
The Kaimin reached out to the health
department, and found the department
is authorized to release a total number of
tests and their positivity rating from Curry. It confirmed Curry tested 284 people
since the start of the pandemic on March 8
through Aug. 27, with 4% of those testing
coming back positive.
There is no data on how many active
COVID-19 cases are associated with UM or
campus.
Dionne Peterson, director of testing at
Curry Health Center, said in an email that
UM cannot release the number of students
tested because it must follow the privacy
rules in the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA).

These pieces of legislation protect
students from the release of their private
education and health records to the public,
which includes their location. Despite the
need to secure privacy, the Faculty Senate
noted in its resolution that other universities, like the University of Dayton, have
public releases of student, faculty and staff
COVID numbers.
UM Director of Communications Paula
Short said in an email Aug. 28 that UM
will also not confirm when, whether or
how many people might be in quarantine
or isolation due to privacy concerns.
“I do worry that, if students believe
their privacy cannot be maintained (especially if they have to move to quarantine
or isolation), it could become a barrier to
them seeking testing,” Short said.
While Short confirmed in an Aug 25.
Kaimin article that UM designated roughly
40 housing units in Aber hall for students
needing to isolate, she said in the Aug. 28

email that they will not release the number
of students in isolation, or the number of
total and available rooms.
“While it’s become common knowledge
that Aber is available for isolation (and
thus, is not housing any other students),
we do not plan to identify specific rooms/
floors/units designated for Q&I because
of privacy considerations,” Short said in
an email.
The Faculty Senate argued that the
public numbers of coronavirus cases are
needed to help inform students’ decisions
on whether or not they are comfortable
being on campus and attending in-person
classes.
Fellow MUS school Montana State
University said the school has nine active
COVID-19 cases as of Aug. 28. The Gallatin County Health Officer Matt Kelley
also confirmed 22 students have recovered from the virus since the start of the
pandemic.
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GrizTech to close, merge with IT Central

ALICIA MCALPINE
alicia.mcalpine@umontana.edu

GrizTech and Spectral Fusion Designs
(SFD) will shut down permanently on
Sept. 21, leaving their full-time and student
employees without a job and the College of
Humanities and Sciences without internal
tech or web support.
Both GrizTech and SFD were housed in
Liberal Arts. GrizTech provided hardware
support while SFD provided web support.
Jared Sheffield, one of GrizTech’s fulltime employees, found out less than two
weeks ago that his job position was going
to be eliminated.
“It was extremely sudden,” he said.
“They gave us no prior information whatsoever.”
According to Sheffield, two full-time employees and 10 student employees are being
laid off as a result of GrizTech’s closure.
Sheffield said his wife, Amy Stout, is also
losing her job at SFD, but he isn’t as worried for himself as the student employees.
“I really care about them,” he said. “I’ll
be fine, but they have to pay rent and
stuff.”
The College of Humanities and Sciences
decided to consolidate the University’s tech

support into one entity to save money.
The dean of the College of Humanities
and Sciences, Larry Hufford, said the University has been anticipating cuts like these
for a while, due to declining enrollment
and reduced funding during the pandemic.
While tech support is important, he said, he
wants to make sure the faculty are adequately funded.
“We want to stay committed to our mission of education,” Hufford, who became
dean in July, said.
Having one centralized IT team for the
whole campus will mean everyone has
access to the same staff, rather than being
limited to workers in each individual college, he said.
Hufford hopes to expand the web design
services offered by SFD, which will also
be integrated with IT Central. He said that
despite this transition, he is confident in the
IT Central team’s ability to work things out.
Hufford also said he would do his best to
keep the student employees in the system
by getting them jobs in IT Central.
“They’ve helped me with my computer
problems,” he said. “They’re good workers,
and they should be able to keep the jobs
they have.”
Claire Spain, the student supervisor for
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GrizTech, doesn’t know what she’ll do after
GrizTech shuts down.
“I found out on the first day of classes,”
she said. “I was showing a professor how
to use Zoom, and when I got back, my boss,
Jared, said he had just been cut, and other
people had been cut.”
Spain, a senior who has worked for GrizTech for a year and a half, said the environment was like a family.

“We’re super close-knit, and that’s how
we’ve always been,” she said.
Spain hopes for a smooth transition to IT
Central, but she doesn’t know if the integration will go well.
“I don’t want to say we’re set in our ways
over at GrizTech, but there’s nothing wrong
with our system,” she said. “And they have
a very different system over there.”

University interviews Arts and Media dean candidates

NIKKI ZAMBON
nikki.zambon@umontana.edu

The University of Montana is finalizing
its search for a permanent dean to head the
College of Arts and Media, after a merger
last year joined journalism, media arts and
visual and performing arts.
Three final candidates have been named.
The College of Arts and Media dean finalists are Robin Starbuck, Laurie Baefsky
and Gerar Edizel.
Whoever is hired will be expected to
work full-time, with an annual salary of
$130,000-$140,000, along with healthcare
and retirement benefits.
The job of the dean entails bringing
these various schools together in a collaborative fashion, developing academic goals,
recruiting staff and students, assisting
with the accreditation of new programs
and engaging in community outreach.
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They will also indirectly oversee the
Montana Repertory Theatre, Montana
Museum of Arts and Culture, Montana
Media Lab, Grizzly Marching Band and
Sonic Arts.
A search committee was formed to
finalize the dean’s job description and find
applicants. The three candidates have been
engaging in Zoom meetings all week with
students and faculty, answering questions
and asking about the school’s needs.
Robin Starbuck works in experimental
film and animation. She holds a BA in Art
History from Salem College and an MFA in
Installation/Multimedia from the School
of the Art Institute of Chicago. Her work
has been displayed in galleries across the
United States, Europe and South America. She is currently a tenured professor
at Sarah Lawrence College in New York,
teaching experimental film and animated
media, and serving on the diversity com-

mittee and ad-hoc committees for technology in the arts. Starbuck’s studies include
cinema, web design and digital sound
editing, comparative literature and performance, and does work with the Crow
Nation at the Crow Agency in Montana
as a video photographer for development
workshops and tribal ceremonies. She is
an adopted daughter of the Crow/Apsaalooke tribe in Montana.
Laurie Baefsky, DMA, is an associate
dean of research and strategic planning
in the College of Arts and Media at the
University of Colorado, Denver. She holds
a BA, Master and Doctorate of Musical
Arts in flute performance. Baefsky has
done external outreach in computing,
design, creative startups and business. She
formerly worked as an executive director
at the Alliance for the Arts in Research
Universities, which focuses on investment,
production, research and integration of the

arts in higher-learning environments. She
has worked as a music educator, director
of development for festivals and grant
manager for museums.
Gerar Edizel is a professor of art history
at Alfred University. He holds a BFA of
Textile Design from State Academy of
Applied Fine Arts in Istanbul, Turkey, an
MFA of Studio Art from Southern Illinois
University and a Ph.D., and an MA in
History of Art from Cornell University. At
Alfred University he has served as interim
dean in the School of Arts and Design,
dean of Division of Performing Arts, and
dean of School of Arts and Design. He has
implemented strategies for enrollment and
retention in the School of Art and Design,
overseen the creation of an MFA program
in painting and helped design and develop
a new BS degree in transdisciplinary arts.

Outdoor classrooms could be in place till October

GRIFFEN SMITH
griffen.smith@umontana.edu

On tennis courts, by Urey Lecture Hall,
and just under the M Trail, industrial grade
tents offer shade and classroom space as
COVID-19 constricts how students can meet
in-person.
According to Facility Services, the outdoor
classrooms are slated to be in place until
mid-October.
“With the capacity of the classrooms
coming down so low, the faculty brought up
how nice it would be to have outdoor spaces
that we could use,“ Facility Services technician Kim Nielson said. “The tents came
about because President Bodnar felt that if
we were going to have outdoor classrooms
that it would be nice to give covering to
those students.”
Classes with large enrollment and performing arts groups, which require students
exhale more air, cannot use the normal learning spaces in UM. Instead, these groups can
temporarily meet at the outdoor classrooms,
where the risk of contracting coronavirus is
less likely.
Nielsen said UM originally planned to just
have designated outdoor areas where classes
can meet. But as the semester approached,

UM contracted with a company named
Montana Party Time to put up the tents and
maintain them. The company was able to
have all the spaces set up by Aug. 10.
There are 13 outdoor classroom spaces,
each designated to a specific college or program. A majority of the spaces are used by
the College of Arts and Media, with specific
programs like Theatre and Dance having a
designated tent.
“Tents were a lifesaving solution for us,”
Interim Dean of Arts and Media John Deboer said. “Unlike other classes on campus,
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it's really difficult to get the education that I
need, you just can't get the same effect as if
you're in person.”
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comfortable, he said he doesn’t know how

long he wants to be outside with colder
weather coming in during the fall. According to Weather Atlas, the average high and
low temperatures in Missoula during October are 57 and 32 degrees, respectively.

Faculty Senate urges complete release of UM’s COVID data
GRIFFEN SMITH
griffen.smith@umontana.edu
The University of Montana Faculty
Senate demanded the Montana University
System and the UM administration allow
the public to view the number of students
who have tested positive for COVID-19 in
an Aug. 25 resolution.
Currently, there is no system in place to
disclose how many students, staff or faculty have tested positive for the coronavirus.
“It is critically important that the community have access to accurate and upto-date information regarding COVID-19
activity and threat level on the University of Montana campus,” the resolution
stated. “Let it be resolved that The Faculty
Senate urges the University of Montana
to immediately create a UM COVID-safe
dashboard.”
The faculty senate resolution comes as
UM and colleges around the country bal-

ance keeping student information private
and informing campus communities of
the severity of the coronavirus on their
campuses.
The Kaimin reached out to the health
department, and found the department
is authorized to release a total number of
tests and their positivity rating from Curry. It confirmed Curry tested 284 people
since the start of the pandemic on March 8
through Aug. 27, with 4% of those testing
coming back positive.
There is no data on how many active
COVID-19 cases are associated with UM or
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Dionne Peterson, director of testing at
Curry Health Center, said in an email that
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rules in the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA).

These pieces of legislation protect
students from the release of their private
education and health records to the public,
which includes their location. Despite the
need to secure privacy, the Faculty Senate
noted in its resolution that other universities, like the University of Dayton, have
public releases of student, faculty and staff
COVID numbers.
UM Director of Communications Paula
Short said in an email Aug. 28 that UM
will also not confirm when, whether or
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“I do worry that, if students believe
their privacy cannot be maintained (especially if they have to move to quarantine
or isolation), it could become a barrier to
them seeking testing,” Short said.
While Short confirmed in an Aug 25.
Kaimin article that UM designated roughly
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needing to isolate, she said in the Aug. 28

email that they will not release the number
of students in isolation, or the number of
total and available rooms.
“While it’s become common knowledge
that Aber is available for isolation (and
thus, is not housing any other students),
we do not plan to identify specific rooms/
floors/units designated for Q&I because
of privacy considerations,” Short said in
an email.
The Faculty Senate argued that the
public numbers of coronavirus cases are
needed to help inform students’ decisions
on whether or not they are comfortable
being on campus and attending in-person
classes.
Fellow MUS school Montana State
University said the school has nine active
COVID-19 cases as of Aug. 28. The Gallatin County Health Officer Matt Kelley
also confirmed 22 students have recovered from the virus since the start of the
pandemic.
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The burdens they bear
How students with
disabilities are dealing
with COVID-19
Story by Hanna Campbell
Photos by Claire Shinner

On the first day of school, Hannah Clemenson walked down the old, tree-lined brick path that
leads to UM’s iron grizzly bear statue. She could hear the trees rustling; she felt the change of texture
as her white cane transitioned from smooth cement to uneven brick path.
Clemenson, who is blind, has been guessing her way around campus since the start of school over
two weeks ago, using only her white cane as a guide.
Walking among unfamiliar places is already challenging for people with blindness such as
Clemenson. Now there are new obstacles. One way halls, entrance only and exit only doors and
stickers on the floor indicating a six-foot distance are all inconveniences for the public. For people
who can see the signs and markers, it is a somewhat easy transition. For blind people, however, there
is no way to know which door is an entrance only door, which hall is an one-way only. They just hope
they can guess right.
“I just hope that someone tells me that I am going out the wrong door,” Clemenson said. “I
just hope someone yells, ‘Yo, go out the other door!’ I would be like, ‘No problem. I just can’t see
the signs.” UM sent out an email to students indicating the implementation of its new rules and
regulations, but UM’s Disability Services for Students (DSS) said that for hallways, there was little the
University could do.
Clemenson is also having numerous problems with Zoom. According to the Association on Higher
Education and Disability, nationwide, 74% of students with disabilities have trouble communicating
with instructors during remote instruction, compared to the 63% of students without disabilities.
While most people type some phrases into the zoom chat, press enter, and continue on, Clemenson
cannot see, and thus finds typing hard. She asked her professor for accommodations, but the
professor declined. DSS said that it is doing its best to provide students with accommodations.
There are many students like Clemenson who face added challenges in the wake of COVID-19. On
the University of Montana campus alone, there are 1300 students, including Clemenson, registered

“I just hope that someone tells me
that I am going out the wrong door. I
just hope someone yells, ‘yo, go out the
other door!’ I would be like, ‘no problem,
I just can’t see the signs.”
with the Disability Services for Students (DSS), according to lead sign language interpreter Denise
May. While COVID-19 is hard for everyone, students with disabilities are feeling its effects even
more so. Things like navigating new building rules and regulations, Zoom difficulties and the use of
masks make learning and operating on campus even more difficult for students with disabilities. The
University has been tasked with providing the solutions for these students. Some still feel like their
needs have gone unmet.
During the University of Montana welcome orientation, Carolyn Koefod could not understand
the guide. She wasn’t given an interpreter. She is deaf in her left ear, and she missed the instructions
and basic rules of campus. It was windy, and instead of the guide’s voice, the gong, gong, gong of the
clock tower bell was the only thing she could hear.
If the gong of bells or the gusts of wind made it difficult for Koefod to understand people before
COVID-19, she could rely on lip reading to fill in the blanks. Now, with the use of masks, people who
are hard of hearing, like Koefod, simply cannot communicate as well, face-to-face, if at all.
Another UM student, Ben Borhegyi, faced a similar challenge. He was with friends at the UM Oval
for the silent disco as part of Griz Welcome week during the first week of fall semester. Everyone was
excited to listen to music, to dance, and get a hint, a taste of life’s joys before the virus. As some of his
friends got their earbuds from a table on the Oval, Borhegyi, who is hard of hearing, went up for his.
But, he needed headphones, not earbuds, due to the shape of his hearing implants. The table did not
have headphones. Borhegyi sat along the side of the Oval and watched his friends dance.
Situations such as these are not uncommon for people who are hard of hearing or deaf. Now,
coronavirus adaptations complicate life further. Borhegyi’s implants make it easier to hear, but masks
make certain accents more difficult. Koefod is only partially deaf, but still cannot communicate well
with people because of the masks.
There are ways to work around such a situation. Eliza Kragh, a UM alumna, is a prominent
advocate for people who are hard of hearing or deaf in Missoula. She is part of the deaf community
herself. Her company, Humanity Communications, promotes the use and distribution of masks that
have a clear piece of plastic in the center of the mask, making the mouth visible. Kragh distributes the
masks in Missoula, and orders can be made on her website, www.humanitycommunication.com.
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Denise May, lead sign language interpreter at Disability Services for Students (DSS), in her office on August
28, 2020. According to May, there are 1300 students registered with the DSS on the UM campus alone.
These masks allow people who are hard of hearing or part of the deaf community to read people’s
lips to catch what they cannot hear. To people who are deaf or hard of hearing, not being able to see
someone’s lips is not just an inconvenience, it is a physical barrier to one of the most essential parts of
society — communication.
“We need to make language and communication accessible to everyone, because language is a
right, not a luxury,” Kragh said.
DSS ordered enough clear masks for every professor who has deaf or hard-of-hearing students in
their classroom. It could not provide one for every student due to budget and a last-minute decision
to adopt the clear face masks. DSS originally adopted the use of face shields, which allow hard of
hearing students to see a person’s mouth and read their lips, according to Capolupo. But the Missoula
Health Department declared face shields to be an inadequate face covering.
Mika Watanabe, the Lead Coordinator for the Disability Services for Students, said as long as
they qualify for receiving remote learning, DSS provides what it can to help, such as sign language
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well as in-person classes. She cannot understand sign language, so DSS is providing her with a
transcriptor to write what professors are saying during online lectures. Without this service, she said
she would be lost.
“When I missed a word in person before COVID, I could read their lips and try to fill in the words
that I was missing,” Koefod said. “But I can’t do that now, at all. Especially in a Zoom class, it is hard
to raise a hand and say, ‘Can you repeat that please?’”
Her in-person teacher, Professor Garry Kerr, also wears the clear mask, which she said makes it
much easier to understand the professor and learn the material.
None of the accommodations can eliminate the feeling of isolation. May said that several students
described feeling weary and discouraged.
“I can’t imagine, but it would just be so tiring to have to deal with that,” May sympathized. “And if
you talk with other hard of hearing students, that is the story that you will get. That it is just so hard.”
May said there are ways other people can help accommodate students: be aware, be mindful,
invest in a clear mask.
The isolation and confusion students who are hard of hearing and deaf can feel is echoed by others.
AJ Williams, a first-year graduate student at the University of Montana, has been quarantining
since March of 2020. She was diagnosed with a rare autoimmune disease when she was 14 years old
and has had continuous health conditions since, including a kidney transplant. Because of this, she
takes immunosuppressant drugs to help with her conditions.
This makes her extremely sensitive to COVID-19 — if she catches the virus, the effects will be
severe. Because of this, she has to live remotely: Zoom, Facetime, more Zoom and the occasional
socially-distanced visit from friends.
Williams tries not to think about what she misses most: hugging.
“I adamantly try not to miss it, because it is not going to happen anytime soon,” Williams said.
She recently moved to Missoula from Minneapolis, never going into gas stations, bringing three
days worth of prepared food, and using the bathroom on the side of the road during her journey.
While many enjoy the freedom to choose to stay in, Williams is forced to. For her, it is a necessity.
“It’s pretty clear for me for the health decision,” Williams said. “It’s kind of like risking getting
sick and losing a kidney and dying or staying remote and staying sheltered basically. It’s not really a
decision.”
Although online education can be lonely and isolating, Williams’ classmates and professors are
getting creative and trying to lessen the potentially overwhelming emotions.
“My classmates have taken turns handling me on an IPad on a tripod,” Williams laughed. “It’s
been a weird but also great way to get to know people. You have to trust them.”

“It’s pretty clear for me for the health decision. It’s
kind of like risking getting sick and losing a kidney
and dying or staying remote and staying sheltered
basically. It’s not really a decision.”

University of Montana sophomore Ben Borhegyi on the Oval on August 22, 2020. Borhegyi, along with other
people who are hard of hearing, have had difficulty communicating well with people due to face masks
blocking their mouths.
interpreters for hard of hearing students. To qualify for remote learning, however, a person has to
have a medical condition that would put them at severe risk if they caught the virus, or if they live
with a family member of the same condition. Currently, 190 UM students, of the 1,300 registered
through DSS, have qualified for such accommodations.
Depending on a student’s disability, the University can still offer them on-staff interpreters
(certified sign language translators trained to sign lectures and events), live captioning of an event, or
additional testing time, etc. Interpreters can also attend and translate the online Zoom lectures.
“We are driven by the students’ needs. So whatever they’re requesting we are trying our best to
make that happen in the classroom,” interpreter May said.
Other schools are doing this as well. Montana State University has adopted the live captioning as
well as the online accommodations, according to Capolupo.
Koefod, for example, feels supported by both DSS and her professors. Despite the lack of
communication at the student orientation, she has since received help during Zoom lectures as
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Her adviser, journalism professor Nadia White, has had a game plan since the summer for
accommodating students such as Williams. She uses FaceTime, and has even had students join
virtually during a live tour of the Rattlesnake Dam Removal Project. Although White admits it is not
perfect all the time, it seems to be helping students, Williams included, to feel more accepted and part
of the class.
“We both work hard to make the technology work and are forgiving of each other when it falls
short. So far, I think it’s going pretty well,” White said.
Williams is more worried about people without disabilities acting carelessly. She said it is
frustrating to see and hear people doing things that are directly inflicting harm on another, but she
also states that it is a decision everyone must make for themselves.
“To take risks that other people cannot take is something that every person needs to assess
for themselves,” Williams said. “As long as we are trying to minimize harm and really trying to
minimize risk, we are just not living in a time right now where there is a no-risk situation.”
Despite the landslide of opposition and challenges people with disabilities are facing, Williams
said, COVID-19 is presenting them with a new opportunity. Capolupo agreed as well, stating that this
is an opportunity to move forward and to change the “normal” so things do not go back to the way
they were before. For example, according to Capolupo, some students with disabilities have been
asking for the kind of flexibility online learning allows for years. Now that is a norm, both Capolupo
and Williams hope this trend continues.

University of Montana alumna Eliza Kragh in her home on August 22, 2020. Kragh’s company, Humanity Communication, promotes the use and distribution of masks that have a clear piece of plastic in the center of the
mask where the mouth is, to improve the ease of lip-reading for people in the deaf community.
“I think that [feeling isolated] is just where we
are at the moment for people with disabilities,”
Williams said. “But I think this is a really big
moment for the movement to really make some
bigger headway. Not just fighting for civility rights
but fighting for culture rights.”

also said the University made the process of
getting an orientation challenging and had her
switch instructors twice.
After the orientation, Clemenson requested to
have a person help her to her classes for the first
two weeks of school. She felt like she needed a
guide for longer than the allotted orientation time.
The Disability Services for Students said
there are certain things it cannot do for students.
It cannot grant actions that could be deemed
as personal favors, according to DSS Director
Capolupo. For example, DSS could not provide a student with a new computer for online learning.
It could, however, provide a student with a mouse that they require for a certain application used for
school. In regards to Clemenson’s situation, Capolupo could not disclose specifics. Capolupo said the
University was instead relying heavily on students to “be on the lookout,” and direct students they
see struggling.
Instead of being accompanied by a guide, Clemenson walked to classes alone, using only her
white cane to guide her.
“I’ve emailed [DSS], I’ve called them, and nothing,” Clemenson said.

“You have to be aware. You have to do
something. Don’t just complain. Do
something.”

Progress has been made in accommodating
students with disabilities on campus. But in crucial
areas, needs have still gone unmet. Coronavirus
has exacerbated existing problems within the University’s DSS structure.
Take Clemenson, for example, who is blind. To help with the process of becoming familiar with
a new surrounding, a service called “orientation mobility” is offered to blind students. A guide
familiarizes people who are blind with landmarks, specific turns, and other distinctions on campus
by leading them around campus, which makes it easier for the student to get around in the future.
This service is offered every orientation.
But, being close and physically guiding the blind student is essential for orientation mobility.
Coronavirus, and the six-foot distance regulations that come with it, make the orientation mobility
difficult. Guides are forced to direct from afar instead of physically maneuver students. Clemenson
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familiarizes people who are blind with landmarks, specific turns, and other distinctions on campus
by leading them around campus, which makes it easier for the student to get around in the future.
This service is offered every orientation.
But, being close and physically guiding the blind student is essential for orientation mobility.
Coronavirus, and the six-foot distance regulations that come with it, make the orientation mobility
difficult. Guides are forced to direct from afar instead of physically maneuver students. Clemenson
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Remote students not forgotten by ASUM
JACOB OWENS
jacob.owens@umontana.edu

The Associated Students of the University
of Montana (ASUM) has announced that it
will allow students to Zoom into its weekly
senate meetings this semester so remote students can be heard.
The decision comes as the number of
in-person students at UM has decreased this
fall due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
“If you’re wanting to be involved in committees or even be a senator, there’s still an
option to Zoom in and participate much like
an in-person student,” Taylor Gregory, the
ASUM president, said.
The Zoom links for the weekly meetings will be posted on the top of the senate
meeting agendas. The agendas are uploaded
to ASUM’s website prior to its Wednesday
meetings.
Students can email ASUM or submit a
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public comment online, to be presented at the
meetings. Comments can also be delivered to
the senate live over Zoom if students get in
touch with ASUM’s executive board prior to
that week’s meeting.
Lili Pongracz, a senior from New Mexico,
will remain remote for the semester.
Pongracz was not aware of the ways remote
students could reach out to ASUM, but she
said that ASUM’s role is important at all times.
“Things are kind of chaotic right now, so I
feel like their role is incredibly crucial to helping spread information properly to everyone,”
Pongracz said. “They’re both advocating for
students as students but then also helping create sort of a segue between the administration
and students.”
Pongracz said she’d be interested in attending a remote meeting.
Mark Spring is a first-time senator who is
working remote for the semester. Spring, 62,
is a nontraditional student who went back to

college to have the college experience — an
experience that was cut short in the spring, to
his disappointment.
“The more familiarization that I can get
for those challenges and difficulties that my
fellow student members have, the better
equipped I am to look at realistic answers,”
Spring said.
He is grateful for the option of remote
learning, so he can continue to learn while
attending to family matters.
“It’s super cool that he can still stay on the
body and provide an opinion as a remote student, which previously, probably, would not
have happened, so that’s more of a benefit,”
Gregory said of Spring.
Spring will not be the only one Zooming
into ASUM senate meetings anymore.
After the senate’s first meeting in UC 225 on
Aug. 19 turned out to be too small for proper
social distancing, a majority of senators voted
to conduct the semester’s remaining meetings

over Zoom. ASUM’s offices in the University
Center will remain open, though.
The next ASUM meeting will be held
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. over Zoom.

The electric bus pulled onto the bricks next
to the tent at Caras Park and let out a great
hydraulic sigh as it stopped. In 10 minutes,
the bus was a stage.
A microphone stood in the aisle, ﬂanked
by cameras and a cell phone connected to the
bus’s WiFi. The bus’s battery powered the
entire operation.
Shanti Johnson, communications and outreach marketing specialist at Mountain Line,
watched over the process, pacing from one
task to the next.
“I always get nervous, and then I hear
them play,” Johnson said.
Wednesday marked the second Mountain
Line Electric Stream Session, a collaboration
between the Missoula Bus system, 103.3 The
Trail, and Destination Missoula. Their goal
is to help local artists play shows in a year
where there aren’t many.
Johnson said the bands playing on the
streams are acoustic solos or duets living in
the same household. The livestreams start at
6 p.m. and happen every Wednesday until
Sept. 16 on the Mountain Line Facebook
page.
Johnson said the idea for the concert came
from an event in 2014. Musicians played on
the bus while driving downtown. The need
to interact with Missoulians in spite of the

cancellation of other downtown events was
also a factor.
“We thought it was a good way to engage
remotely,” Johnson said.
Wednesday’s livestream served as a
replacement for the River City Roots Festival,
which usually draws thousands of people.
This stream featured Emzee and Silas, a
neo-folk soul duo, and Good Old Fashioned,
a folk country duet.
Maria “Emzee” Zepeda said that quarantine has been diﬃcult for her and her partner,
Si Smith. The duo have only played two
shows since COVID shut down venues. One
event was a livestream for Missoula Gives.
The other was a socially distanced backyard
show with around 30 people in attendance.
Zepeda said she cried at that show. Smith
laughed and said everyone cried.
Zepeda said that the opportunity to
perform at a Mountain Line livestream was
incredibly helpful.
“Coping is a good word for it,” Zepeda
said. “This absolutely means everything.”
Pandemic laws have stopped normal
concerts for now. But on the bus, performers
can take oﬀ their masks and play like they
normally would.
Zepeda said that the bus-turned-stage was
a great place to play.
“I like it a lot,” she said. “It’s super cool.
It’s cozy.”
Chris and Callie Woodman of Good Old
Fashioned have had their own quarantine

Good Old Fashioned comprised of Callie Woodman (left) and Chris Woodman (right) play in a Mountain Line
bus on Wednesday, Aug. 26, 2020. Mountain Line has begun hosting concerts from a bus that are livestreamed every Wednesday. ZACH MEYER | MONTANA KAIMIN
challenges. They decided to take a break
before the arrival of their baby in December,
and the livestream marked their ﬁrst gig
back. However, Chris said he understood the
challenges other bands have faced during the
pandemic.
“Had we been trying to play gigs, it
would’ve been tough,” Chris said.
“It was a big part of our lives,” Callie said.

As Good Old Fashioned started their set,
a few people gathered under the tent. Heidi
Starrett, who sits on the board of Missoula
Downtown, said she was excited for the concert series and the opportunities it provides
for bands.
“It just doesn’t feel like summer without
live music,” Starrett said.

The School of Theatre’s show must go on

NOELLE ANNONEN
noelle.annonen@umontana.edu

It’s hard enough trying to hear people who
are wearing face masks when they’re right in
front of you. But trying to act on a stage and be
heard by a theater full of people while wearing
a mask is not only unsafe, but impractical. Live
performance and theater, along with the rest of
the world, is changing.
UM’s School of Theater and Dance is
ﬁnding a creative way for students to perform
safely. The programs ﬁrst play of the semester,
“She Kills Monsters: Virtual Realms,” will be
entirely rehearsed and performed over Zoom.
“If I want to sound like an old person, it
looks like the Brady Bunch,” director Jadd
Davis said. Davis is an MFA directing candi-

date and a graduate student at UM. Having
an initial read-through over Zoom and an
unintentional reenactment of the title card of
the hit ‘70s show is a far cry from what student
actors are used to.
“The whole purpose of theatre is that we
gather,” Davis said. “But how do we gather?
Is it a live delivery to watch from a couch or
some hybrid?”
UM’s theater department originally chose
the fall semester productions in the spring. But
since then, the professors and students have
been forced to change the way they produce
and perform. Third-year acting graduate
student Elijah Fisher said the loss of the interaction from a collective gasp or a laugh from
the audience, or even tension and connection
between the other actors on stage, is a signiﬁcant one.

“An actor really just has to trust themselves,” Fisher said. “This semester, it’s going
to be diﬃcult to maintain any sort of connection with people. That’s what I think everyone,
but especially artists, crave. But it’s not really
safe.”
“She Kills Monsters: Virtual Realms” is a
particularly lucky play for UM’s theatre department. The original script was rewritten by
the playwright Qui Nguyen speciﬁcally to be
rehearsed and performed online. Unfortunately, not every script is made for Zoom.
“It’s an ongoing challenge, and it’s changing
day by day,” Bernadette Sweeney, the head of
performance and practice, said.
The faculty are currently exploring ways
to distance actors more and give students
experience, while also keeping them as safe as
possible. These new discussions are partially

driven by concerns over a COVID-19 case
happening within the department.
Interim dean John DeBoer announced in
an email Aug. 25 that a faculty member had
tested positive for COVID-19. The Missoula
County Health Department determined that
the professor was exposed oﬀ-campus.
Mike Monsos, the director of the School of
Theatre and Dance, said the current goal is to
rehearse and ﬁlm “Six Degrees of Separation”
outdoors, while “The Theory of Relativity”
will be rehearsed and recorded by social
distancing guidelines. All productions will
premiere online on their original opening dates
for audiences to buy tickets to stream.
“I hope everyone is taking this really seriously, doing all they can to keep themselves
and others safe,” Monsos said. “We all want to
be here, engaged in our studies and our work.”
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Remote students not forgotten by ASUM
JACOB OWENS
jacob.owens@umontana.edu

The Associated Students of the University
of Montana (ASUM) has announced that it
will allow students to Zoom into its weekly
senate meetings this semester so remote students can be heard.
The decision comes as the number of
in-person students at UM has decreased this
fall due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
“If you’re wanting to be involved in committees or even be a senator, there’s still an
option to Zoom in and participate much like
an in-person student,” Taylor Gregory, the
ASUM president, said.
The Zoom links for the weekly meetings will be posted on the top of the senate
meeting agendas. The agendas are uploaded
to ASUM’s website prior to its Wednesday
meetings.
Students can email ASUM or submit a
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public comment online, to be presented at the
meetings. Comments can also be delivered to
the senate live over Zoom if students get in
touch with ASUM’s executive board prior to
that week’s meeting.
Lili Pongracz, a senior from New Mexico,
will remain remote for the semester.
Pongracz was not aware of the ways remote
students could reach out to ASUM, but she
said that ASUM’s role is important at all times.
“Things are kind of chaotic right now, so I
feel like their role is incredibly crucial to helping spread information properly to everyone,”
Pongracz said. “They’re both advocating for
students as students but then also helping create sort of a segue between the administration
and students.”
Pongracz said she’d be interested in attending a remote meeting.
Mark Spring is a first-time senator who is
working remote for the semester. Spring, 62,
is a nontraditional student who went back to

college to have the college experience — an
experience that was cut short in the spring, to
his disappointment.
“The more familiarization that I can get
for those challenges and difficulties that my
fellow student members have, the better
equipped I am to look at realistic answers,”
Spring said.
He is grateful for the option of remote
learning, so he can continue to learn while
attending to family matters.
“It’s super cool that he can still stay on the
body and provide an opinion as a remote student, which previously, probably, would not
have happened, so that’s more of a benefit,”
Gregory said of Spring.
Spring will not be the only one Zooming
into ASUM senate meetings anymore.
After the senate’s first meeting in UC 225 on
Aug. 19 turned out to be too small for proper
social distancing, a majority of senators voted
to conduct the semester’s remaining meetings

over Zoom. ASUM’s offices in the University
Center will remain open, though.
The next ASUM meeting will be held
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. over Zoom.

The electric bus pulled onto the bricks next
to the tent at Caras Park and let out a great
hydraulic sigh as it stopped. In 10 minutes,
the bus was a stage.
A microphone stood in the aisle, ﬂanked
by cameras and a cell phone connected to the
bus’s WiFi. The bus’s battery powered the
entire operation.
Shanti Johnson, communications and outreach marketing specialist at Mountain Line,
watched over the process, pacing from one
task to the next.
“I always get nervous, and then I hear
them play,” Johnson said.
Wednesday marked the second Mountain
Line Electric Stream Session, a collaboration
between the Missoula Bus system, 103.3 The
Trail, and Destination Missoula. Their goal
is to help local artists play shows in a year
where there aren’t many.
Johnson said the bands playing on the
streams are acoustic solos or duets living in
the same household. The livestreams start at
6 p.m. and happen every Wednesday until
Sept. 16 on the Mountain Line Facebook
page.
Johnson said the idea for the concert came
from an event in 2014. Musicians played on
the bus while driving downtown. The need
to interact with Missoulians in spite of the

cancellation of other downtown events was
also a factor.
“We thought it was a good way to engage
remotely,” Johnson said.
Wednesday’s livestream served as a
replacement for the River City Roots Festival,
which usually draws thousands of people.
This stream featured Emzee and Silas, a
neo-folk soul duo, and Good Old Fashioned,
a folk country duet.
Maria “Emzee” Zepeda said that quarantine has been diﬃcult for her and her partner,
Si Smith. The duo have only played two
shows since COVID shut down venues. One
event was a livestream for Missoula Gives.
The other was a socially distanced backyard
show with around 30 people in attendance.
Zepeda said she cried at that show. Smith
laughed and said everyone cried.
Zepeda said that the opportunity to
perform at a Mountain Line livestream was
incredibly helpful.
“Coping is a good word for it,” Zepeda
said. “This absolutely means everything.”
Pandemic laws have stopped normal
concerts for now. But on the bus, performers
can take oﬀ their masks and play like they
normally would.
Zepeda said that the bus-turned-stage was
a great place to play.
“I like it a lot,” she said. “It’s super cool.
It’s cozy.”
Chris and Callie Woodman of Good Old
Fashioned have had their own quarantine

Good Old Fashioned comprised of Callie Woodman (left) and Chris Woodman (right) play in a Mountain Line
bus on Wednesday, Aug. 26, 2020. Mountain Line has begun hosting concerts from a bus that are livestreamed every Wednesday. ZACH MEYER | MONTANA KAIMIN
challenges. They decided to take a break
before the arrival of their baby in December,
and the livestream marked their ﬁrst gig
back. However, Chris said he understood the
challenges other bands have faced during the
pandemic.
“Had we been trying to play gigs, it
would’ve been tough,” Chris said.
“It was a big part of our lives,” Callie said.

As Good Old Fashioned started their set,
a few people gathered under the tent. Heidi
Starrett, who sits on the board of Missoula
Downtown, said she was excited for the concert series and the opportunities it provides
for bands.
“It just doesn’t feel like summer without
live music,” Starrett said.
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are wearing face masks when they’re right in
front of you. But trying to act on a stage and be
heard by a theater full of people while wearing
a mask is not only unsafe, but impractical. Live
performance and theater, along with the rest of
the world, is changing.
UM’s School of Theater and Dance is
ﬁnding a creative way for students to perform
safely. The programs ﬁrst play of the semester,
“She Kills Monsters: Virtual Realms,” will be
entirely rehearsed and performed over Zoom.
“If I want to sound like an old person, it
looks like the Brady Bunch,” director Jadd
Davis said. Davis is an MFA directing candi-

date and a graduate student at UM. Having
an initial read-through over Zoom and an
unintentional reenactment of the title card of
the hit ‘70s show is a far cry from what student
actors are used to.
“The whole purpose of theatre is that we
gather,” Davis said. “But how do we gather?
Is it a live delivery to watch from a couch or
some hybrid?”
UM’s theater department originally chose
the fall semester productions in the spring. But
since then, the professors and students have
been forced to change the way they produce
and perform. Third-year acting graduate
student Elijah Fisher said the loss of the interaction from a collective gasp or a laugh from
the audience, or even tension and connection
between the other actors on stage, is a signiﬁcant one.

“An actor really just has to trust themselves,” Fisher said. “This semester, it’s going
to be diﬃcult to maintain any sort of connection with people. That’s what I think everyone,
but especially artists, crave. But it’s not really
safe.”
“She Kills Monsters: Virtual Realms” is a
particularly lucky play for UM’s theatre department. The original script was rewritten by
the playwright Qui Nguyen speciﬁcally to be
rehearsed and performed online. Unfortunately, not every script is made for Zoom.
“It’s an ongoing challenge, and it’s changing
day by day,” Bernadette Sweeney, the head of
performance and practice, said.
The faculty are currently exploring ways
to distance actors more and give students
experience, while also keeping them as safe as
possible. These new discussions are partially

driven by concerns over a COVID-19 case
happening within the department.
Interim dean John DeBoer announced in
an email Aug. 25 that a faculty member had
tested positive for COVID-19. The Missoula
County Health Department determined that
the professor was exposed oﬀ-campus.
Mike Monsos, the director of the School of
Theatre and Dance, said the current goal is to
rehearse and ﬁlm “Six Degrees of Separation”
outdoors, while “The Theory of Relativity”
will be rehearsed and recorded by social
distancing guidelines. All productions will
premiere online on their original opening dates
for audiences to buy tickets to stream.
“I hope everyone is taking this really seriously, doing all they can to keep themselves
and others safe,” Monsos said. “We all want to
be here, engaged in our studies and our work.”
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Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout is infuriatingly fun
JAMES BRADLEY
james22bradley@gmail.com
Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout is colorful,
goofy and joyous — but dang is it frustrating.
Released by Mediatonic Games on Aug.
4, the game has consistently been in the top
10 most viewed games on Twitch, a livestreaming videogame platform. Upwards
of 200,000 people watch streamers play the
game every day. According to the developer’s website, Fall Guys has sold 7 million
copies on PC, and is the most downloaded
game ever on PlayStation Plus.
Fall Guys is based on the popular obstacle
course game show Total Wipeout UK.
Players, just like contestants on the show,
navigate their way through the map hoping
to stay on the course.
The water from Total Wipeout is replaced
with pink slime, and the people are replaced
with tiny legged shiny jelly beans. Up to 60
players navigate through a series of races
and minigames, each of which only lets a

certain number qualify for the next. Only
one bean is left standing at the end to get the
golden crown.
I had an opportunity to play Fall Guys:
Ultimate Knockout on a friend’s PlayStation,
and I’ve never felt so mad at something so
cute. But in spite of how rage-inducing losing over and over again is, the game is still
incredibly fun.
If I was using my own controller, I
probably would’ve thrown it down on the
desk in frustration. Playing felt like I was
walking through molasses with no knees,
which, funnily enough, is basically what was
happening. The characters have no knees
and take tiny steps. Every time I got even a
little ahead of the pack, someone grabbed
me, pulling me back into the stumbling mass
of wriggling, adorable jelly beans. I never
made it past the third round of eliminations
after over two hours of play.
Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout’s
soundtrack was written by Jukio Kallio and
Daniel Hagström. It’s fun and groovy, bubble gum-flavored electronic music. It feels a
lot like Mario Party, or any other old school

CONTRIBUTED | STEAMPOWERED.COM
party games from the 2000s. The tunes lend
a light and happy feeling to the game. Except the sounds of the Fall Guys themselves,
who sound suspiciously similar to Mario.
The shiny pastel colors combined with
gooey jelly graphics made the experience of
losing over and over again tolerable, if only

barely. I just wanted to admire the levels and
their infuriating genius.
If the other players would only respect
my personal space, maybe I would actually
be able to get a crown. But that doesn’t seem
to be happening any time soon. So much for
in-game social distancing.

“The New Mutants” is a wimpy farewell to the “X-Men” franchise
CLINT CONNORS
clint.connors@umontana.edu
The saying “better late than never” has
rarely been put to the test more than it has
with “The New Mutants,” a loose “X-Men”
spin-off that was supposed to come out over
two years ago.
But with 20th Century Fox...err…Studios
ordering reshoots, the merger with Disney
delaying and then canceling said reshoots,
and COVID-19 raging on, the film was stuck
in limbo until now.
Production problems are rarely good news
for a blockbuster (“Justice League,” anyone?),
but “The New Mutants” manages to rise from
the ashes and deliver a solidly entertaining
ride — for the last half-hour.
Everything before that is exactly what
you’d expect director Josh Boone (“The Fault
in Our Stars”) to deliver in his situation: a
rushed, unfocused, visually bland shoulder-shrug that feels like it was made out of
obligation.
Danielle Moonstar (Blu Hunt) is forced off
of her reservation and into a hospital, where
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she finds out she’s a mutant. Mutants are
something, something, genetics, something,
super powers. Did I not explain that well?
The movie doesn’t either.
Dani and four other mutants are kept
under close supervision and promised to
be released once they learn to control their
powers.
However, Dani suspects that something
malicious may be going on behind the scenes.
On top of that, horrifying physical embodiments of the mutants’ individual traumas
and fears are lurking in the building.
This potentially interesting set-up is squandered by tame jump-scares and the frustrating decision to tell the audience about the
characters’ past traumas with exposition.
As a result, the film feels severely held back
by its PG-13 rating, just as the shark attacks
of “The Meg” were back in 2018. If only we
knew how Boone’s more horror-focused vision would have turned out if he was allowed
to do reshoots as originally planned.
It had to have been better than his surprisingly flat direction here. There’s no artistic
framing or interesting lighting choices.
Boone only lets the camera show us the bare

CONTRIBUTED | 20TH CENTURY STUDIOS
minimum.
Perhaps this lack of vision is also to blame
for the indifferent performances from the
actors. When it’s revealed that one of the
mutants killed 18 men in her past life, no one
bats an eyelash.
The film kicks it up a notch for the last
third. The action gets scarier, the characters
get quippier, and the tone gets more sinister
and fun. I was almost emotionally invested.

Almost.
That doesn’t save “The New Mutants”
from feeling like an afterthought during the
Disney-Fox merger. The fact that such indifference was given to a passionate director,
as well as Native American and LGBTQ
representation this genre’s been lacking for
too long, makes it all worse.
Your post-quarantine trip back to the movies can wait one more week.

Sports

UM’s Outdoor Program remains strong in pandemic

J.P. EDGE
johnpaul.edge@umontana.edu

Students filled the University Climbing Wall during the Introduction to Indoor Rock
Climbing class, a class offered several times over the semester by UM’s Outdoor Program.
Although the University of Montana is less busy this semester with fall sports indefinitely postponed due to COVID-19, many students have found ample opportunity for
recreation with classes offered by UM’s Outdoor Program.
“Things really slowed down during the pandemic around April, but we’ve been very
busy since the start of the school year,” said Elizabeth Fricke, the Outdoor Program’s
director.
The gym has many protocols to help prevent the spread of the virus, including requiring face masks while using equipment, providing hand sanitizing stations, limiting the
number of occupants and using plexiglas walls at the front counters.
UM’s Outdoor Program is still offering outdoor trips and skills classes along with
providing its rentals and indoor facilities. Clare Wirzbicki is a freshman who is signed
up for the Leading and Beyond Outdoor Rock Climbing class in late October.
Wirzbicki expressed that her only fear about COVID in regard to the class would be
while carpooling to some of the climbing locations. She presumed that her fear would
be diminished with students wearing masks in the car and leaving the windows open
while driving.
Fricke also said that this year’s Freshman Wilderness Experience was a foundational
test piece for how the rest of the semester should operate.
Before the wilderness experience started, Fricke said she emailed each of the parents
that if they or their children were nervous about catching COVID while in the wilderness, they could back out before the trip left.
During the backpacking trip, both students and instructors monitored their temperature, took surveys on their symptoms, kept their hands and group equipment sanitized
and wore masks while cooking and when in close proximity to each other.
Because of the successful wilderness experience trip, Fricke has high hopes for the
semester.
But as smooth as things have been, there have also been some hiccups. One night,
early in the semester, Fricke said she walked into the gym’s bouldering cave to find it
overcrowded.
“I saw over 15 people in [the bouldering cave] alone,” Fricke said. “It felt as busy as it
does during the climbing competition. It just didn’t feel safe.”
This led to a decision to decrease the number of climbers allowed in the gym. Currently, there are 20 climbers allowed to use the gym at a time, and only eight allowed in
the bouldering cave. The gym will also employ at least two workers at a time to prevent
them from being overrun at the desk.
Other than aesthetics and limited climbers, the Outdoor Program is operating like any
other school year. Students are still welcome to rent gear, including boating, camping,
climbing and biking equipment. Guided trips, including an instructional course in
Leave No Trace Wilderness Ethics, are being offered as well.
Chris Riley, the activity class program director for the School of Integrative Physiology and Athletic Training, said the program will work with UM to provide course fee
refunds should fall semester transition to remote instruction. Remote options would
also be made available.
While the Outdoor Program did not refund the outdoor classes in session at the end
of the Spring 2020 semester due to COVID, it gave the students credit for the classes
and continued instruction through Zoom, Fricke said. This included visual instruction,
lessons on climbing history and games like climbing Yahtzee.
Signing up for instructional classes or guided trips can be done online or through the
Outdoor Program, located behind the Recreation Center basketball courts.

Climbing Wall instructor. Phil Buttschardt teaches students the a belaying method during an intro to rock
climbing class. The climbing wall requires all users to wear masks while using the facilities, even while
climbing. J.P. EDGE | MONTANA KAIMIN
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james22bradley@gmail.com
Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout is colorful,
goofy and joyous — but dang is it frustrating.
Released by Mediatonic Games on Aug.
4, the game has consistently been in the top
10 most viewed games on Twitch, a livestreaming videogame platform. Upwards
of 200,000 people watch streamers play the
game every day. According to the developer’s website, Fall Guys has sold 7 million
copies on PC, and is the most downloaded
game ever on PlayStation Plus.
Fall Guys is based on the popular obstacle
course game show Total Wipeout UK.
Players, just like contestants on the show,
navigate their way through the map hoping
to stay on the course.
The water from Total Wipeout is replaced
with pink slime, and the people are replaced
with tiny legged shiny jelly beans. Up to 60
players navigate through a series of races
and minigames, each of which only lets a

certain number qualify for the next. Only
one bean is left standing at the end to get the
golden crown.
I had an opportunity to play Fall Guys:
Ultimate Knockout on a friend’s PlayStation,
and I’ve never felt so mad at something so
cute. But in spite of how rage-inducing losing over and over again is, the game is still
incredibly fun.
If I was using my own controller, I
probably would’ve thrown it down on the
desk in frustration. Playing felt like I was
walking through molasses with no knees,
which, funnily enough, is basically what was
happening. The characters have no knees
and take tiny steps. Every time I got even a
little ahead of the pack, someone grabbed
me, pulling me back into the stumbling mass
of wriggling, adorable jelly beans. I never
made it past the third round of eliminations
after over two hours of play.
Fall Guys: Ultimate Knockout’s
soundtrack was written by Jukio Kallio and
Daniel Hagström. It’s fun and groovy, bubble gum-flavored electronic music. It feels a
lot like Mario Party, or any other old school
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party games from the 2000s. The tunes lend
a light and happy feeling to the game. Except the sounds of the Fall Guys themselves,
who sound suspiciously similar to Mario.
The shiny pastel colors combined with
gooey jelly graphics made the experience of
losing over and over again tolerable, if only

barely. I just wanted to admire the levels and
their infuriating genius.
If the other players would only respect
my personal space, maybe I would actually
be able to get a crown. But that doesn’t seem
to be happening any time soon. So much for
in-game social distancing.

“The New Mutants” is a wimpy farewell to the “X-Men” franchise
CLINT CONNORS
clint.connors@umontana.edu
The saying “better late than never” has
rarely been put to the test more than it has
with “The New Mutants,” a loose “X-Men”
spin-off that was supposed to come out over
two years ago.
But with 20th Century Fox...err…Studios
ordering reshoots, the merger with Disney
delaying and then canceling said reshoots,
and COVID-19 raging on, the film was stuck
in limbo until now.
Production problems are rarely good news
for a blockbuster (“Justice League,” anyone?),
but “The New Mutants” manages to rise from
the ashes and deliver a solidly entertaining
ride — for the last half-hour.
Everything before that is exactly what
you’d expect director Josh Boone (“The Fault
in Our Stars”) to deliver in his situation: a
rushed, unfocused, visually bland shoulder-shrug that feels like it was made out of
obligation.
Danielle Moonstar (Blu Hunt) is forced off
of her reservation and into a hospital, where
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she finds out she’s a mutant. Mutants are
something, something, genetics, something,
super powers. Did I not explain that well?
The movie doesn’t either.
Dani and four other mutants are kept
under close supervision and promised to
be released once they learn to control their
powers.
However, Dani suspects that something
malicious may be going on behind the scenes.
On top of that, horrifying physical embodiments of the mutants’ individual traumas
and fears are lurking in the building.
This potentially interesting set-up is squandered by tame jump-scares and the frustrating decision to tell the audience about the
characters’ past traumas with exposition.
As a result, the film feels severely held back
by its PG-13 rating, just as the shark attacks
of “The Meg” were back in 2018. If only we
knew how Boone’s more horror-focused vision would have turned out if he was allowed
to do reshoots as originally planned.
It had to have been better than his surprisingly flat direction here. There’s no artistic
framing or interesting lighting choices.
Boone only lets the camera show us the bare
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minimum.
Perhaps this lack of vision is also to blame
for the indifferent performances from the
actors. When it’s revealed that one of the
mutants killed 18 men in her past life, no one
bats an eyelash.
The film kicks it up a notch for the last
third. The action gets scarier, the characters
get quippier, and the tone gets more sinister
and fun. I was almost emotionally invested.

Almost.
That doesn’t save “The New Mutants”
from feeling like an afterthought during the
Disney-Fox merger. The fact that such indifference was given to a passionate director,
as well as Native American and LGBTQ
representation this genre’s been lacking for
too long, makes it all worse.
Your post-quarantine trip back to the movies can wait one more week.

Sports

UM’s Outdoor Program remains strong in pandemic

J.P. EDGE
johnpaul.edge@umontana.edu

Students filled the University Climbing Wall during the Introduction to Indoor Rock
Climbing class, a class offered several times over the semester by UM’s Outdoor Program.
Although the University of Montana is less busy this semester with fall sports indefinitely postponed due to COVID-19, many students have found ample opportunity for
recreation with classes offered by UM’s Outdoor Program.
“Things really slowed down during the pandemic around April, but we’ve been very
busy since the start of the school year,” said Elizabeth Fricke, the Outdoor Program’s
director.
The gym has many protocols to help prevent the spread of the virus, including requiring face masks while using equipment, providing hand sanitizing stations, limiting the
number of occupants and using plexiglas walls at the front counters.
UM’s Outdoor Program is still offering outdoor trips and skills classes along with
providing its rentals and indoor facilities. Clare Wirzbicki is a freshman who is signed
up for the Leading and Beyond Outdoor Rock Climbing class in late October.
Wirzbicki expressed that her only fear about COVID in regard to the class would be
while carpooling to some of the climbing locations. She presumed that her fear would
be diminished with students wearing masks in the car and leaving the windows open
while driving.
Fricke also said that this year’s Freshman Wilderness Experience was a foundational
test piece for how the rest of the semester should operate.
Before the wilderness experience started, Fricke said she emailed each of the parents
that if they or their children were nervous about catching COVID while in the wilderness, they could back out before the trip left.
During the backpacking trip, both students and instructors monitored their temperature, took surveys on their symptoms, kept their hands and group equipment sanitized
and wore masks while cooking and when in close proximity to each other.
Because of the successful wilderness experience trip, Fricke has high hopes for the
semester.
But as smooth as things have been, there have also been some hiccups. One night,
early in the semester, Fricke said she walked into the gym’s bouldering cave to find it
overcrowded.
“I saw over 15 people in [the bouldering cave] alone,” Fricke said. “It felt as busy as it
does during the climbing competition. It just didn’t feel safe.”
This led to a decision to decrease the number of climbers allowed in the gym. Currently, there are 20 climbers allowed to use the gym at a time, and only eight allowed in
the bouldering cave. The gym will also employ at least two workers at a time to prevent
them from being overrun at the desk.
Other than aesthetics and limited climbers, the Outdoor Program is operating like any
other school year. Students are still welcome to rent gear, including boating, camping,
climbing and biking equipment. Guided trips, including an instructional course in
Leave No Trace Wilderness Ethics, are being offered as well.
Chris Riley, the activity class program director for the School of Integrative Physiology and Athletic Training, said the program will work with UM to provide course fee
refunds should fall semester transition to remote instruction. Remote options would
also be made available.
While the Outdoor Program did not refund the outdoor classes in session at the end
of the Spring 2020 semester due to COVID, it gave the students credit for the classes
and continued instruction through Zoom, Fricke said. This included visual instruction,
lessons on climbing history and games like climbing Yahtzee.
Signing up for instructional classes or guided trips can be done online or through the
Outdoor Program, located behind the Recreation Center basketball courts.

Climbing Wall instructor. Phil Buttschardt teaches students the a belaying method during an intro to rock
climbing class. The climbing wall requires all users to wear masks while using the facilities, even while
climbing. J.P. EDGE | MONTANA KAIMIN
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Sports

UM men’s tennis transfer hopes to lead team to conference title
MARIAH THOMAS
mariah.thomas@umontana.edu
Before the coronavirus pandemic hit last spring, University of Montana’s men’s
tennis team was having a record-setting start, winning its first seven games. This year,
despite not having a fall season, the team looks even more promising with the addition
of Division II All-American player Chase Bartlett.
Jason Brown, who has been the head coach of the men’s tennis team for four years, is
excited about what Bartlett will bring to the team. “With the addition of Chase and a
couple new freshmen, this could be one of the strongest teams we’ve seen,” he said.
Bartlett has been playing tennis for 13 years and is a redshirt senior for the Grizzlies.
In college athletics, “redshirting” means that an athlete has delayed their participation
in a sport in order to get another year of eligibility. A college athlete is allowed to play a
sport for four years. By redshirting, they can receive a fifth year of ability to play.
Bartlett transferred to UM for this final year of eligibility from St. Edwards University
in Austin, Texasm − a Division II school where he received an All-American honor for
having a top-10 national ranking.
“Being an All-American is one of those cool achievements where normal people,
who don’t really understand athletics and divisions, can understand what that
accomplishment means,” Bartlett said.
He also said it was cool to see all of his hard work in the sport come together to result
in that achievement.
The biggest difference between Bartlett’s former Division II school and UM, which
offers Division I, is the funding. Division I schools, on average, receive more funding
for their athletic departments.
Bartlett has noticed this in his transfer from St. Edward’s University to UM.
“Honestly, there’s much more respect being an athlete here than in DII,” Bartlett said.
Bartlett placed as one of the top six players in the country playing Division II tennis.
He said the level of play at UM is about the same he was used to at St. Edward’s. He
also said that, while he feels the level of play has not changed that much between
schools, UM offers a lot more perks and resources. He said he has been impressed with
UM’s Champion Center, as well as the outdoor tennis courts and the recreation center.
Bartlett added that he is looking forward to playing new, better teams than those he
played in Division II.
Bartlett said that, more than anything, head coach Brown affected his decision to
come to UM. “He really cares about his players, and you can tell that he’s just a really
good guy,” Bartlett said.
With no fall season, Brown said the team will be focusing on enhancing its level of
competition within the team, as well as in practice daily.
For Bartlett, the main goal next season is to win a conference title, and be picked for
First Team-All Conference.
“I’m really hoping I can use leadership and my experience playing to make a
difference for the team,” Bartlett said.
Coach Brown agreed
“Chase brings a lot of experience to the team. We’re a really young team, so having
someone who’s played four years of college tennis is invaluable,” Brown said.
More than just leadership and experience, though, Bartlett said that his biggest
priority − playing tennis, is to find a place where he is happy and improving. Lucky for
Bartlett, it seems like UM has been a good fit. “My tennis is better than ever thanks to
Jason and the work we’ve done here,” he said.
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University of Montana redshirt senior Chase Bartlett on the tennis court outside of Aber Hall on August 28,
2020. Bartlett transferred from St. Edwards University in Austin, Texas, to play for UM this year.
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